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Abstract
Purpose – The aim of this paper is to contribute to understanding of the process of innovation in the
biotechnology companies operating in Brazil. The paper identifies the most critical factors in the
innovation process of the enterprises in this sector; the paper then analyses the dynamics of the sector
and the contribution of the universities and incubators to the innovation process and also evaluates
how these elements affect the management process of the technological innovation within and outside
the organization.
Design/methodology/approach – The research was of the qualitative exploratory type and
involved seven case studies of biotechnology companies of different sizes, acting in various sectors,
having undergone or not an incubation process. For interpretation of the results, content analysis was
utilized.
Findings – The study indicated that, among the many obstacles to innovation, access to finance is the
most critical. Partnerships have been adversely affected due to institutional and regulatory factors,
namely a lack of clear laws and rules regarding intellectual property. The companies have sought to
compensate by making their internal processes agile, creating flexible organizational structures and an
organizational environment favourable to innovation, which is internalized, as a practice, in a tacit
manner.
Research limitations/implications – Limitations are associated with the case study methodology:
the results presented pertain to the companies studied, and, therefore, cannot be generalized or
extended to other companies or areas.
Practical implications – The management process of innovation occurs in an informal and less than
systematic manner. The innovation process in Brazilian biotechnology companies benefits from a
pro-active posture adopted by them to manage and learn from adversity.
Originality/value – The paper increases understanding of the innovation process in Brazilian
biotechnology companies.
Keywords Process management, Innovation, Biotechnology, Intellectual property, Universities, Brazil
Tipo de artigo Artigo de investigação

1. Introduction
Throughout the last century, science performed a critical role in a series of industries –
for example, software, semi-conductors, and advanced materials – however, in all these,
its role was to be more of a tool or an input in the creation of products and services, than a
business venture in itself. After the conception of biotechnology, this role has been
altered: science has begun to be viewed as a business. This became reality in 1976,
when Genentech, the first biotechnology company was founded, and it remains in
business until today (Pisano, 2006a; Silveira and Fonseca, 2005).
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Before the emergence of biotechnology, science and entrepreneurial activity used to
occur, to a large extent, in different spheres. The attempt to unite them, contemplating the
needs of both, gave rise to significant challenges that have steered the biotechnology sector,
whose main activity is the development of innovations, to seek new organisational and
institutional arrangements necessary for the creation of an environment that is propitious
for their development, such as: public policies to promote growth, government finance of
research and development (R&D), stimulation of private investment, strengthening of the
relations between universities and companies, availability of risk capital, strengthening of
policies of support and training of human resources (Silveira et al., 2004).
There exists consensus, however, that the current level of development of
biotechnology, in the international ambit, albeit falling well short of the forecasts of its
potential for industrial rupture and restructuring in the 1970s and 1980s (MCT, 1993).
This fact, allied to the dynamism of the contemporary business economic context,
which imposes increases in the pressure exerted by the market forces regarding the
generation of results in the face of the scarcity of resources, of uncertainty, of the pace
and costs of technological progress, and the frequency of application of science to the
productive process of goods and services, induces the biotechnology companies to avoid
the indiscriminate adoption of practices, models and arrangements that have worked
well in other industries, including the high-tech segment, such as software, and have
become structured in distinct ways (Pisano, 2006b).
At present, biotechnology forms an integral part of the productive base of diverse
sectors of the Brazilian economy, with a market for biotechnological products that has
reached approximately 3 per cent of the gross domestic product. A study conducted in
2007 by Fundação Biominas, identified the existence of 181 bioscience companies,
of which 71 constituted the set of biotechnology companies (Biominas, 2007).
For the recent progress of biotechnology in Brazil public sector initiative has been
crucial, indeed highlighted as the main agent of its promotion. Besides, the investments
in training human resources, through the public universities and researches produced in
institutions like Embrapa and Fiocruz, the state has been outstanding in the last few
years for its growth stimulation policies with the creation of finance programmes, funds
and specific laws, such as those related to biosecurity, and rights over intellectual
property (Assad, 2001).
Nevertheless, biotechnology, as much abroad as in Brazil, has not yet
fulfilled its promise, due to the economic impacts of its products being localized and
the critical bottlenecks of a techno-scientific and marketing nature hindering effective
transformation of the potentialities into commercializable industrial products (MCT,
1993). For the companies, the internal challenges faced are great, as the management
of an emerging technology requires a set of skills, structures and strategies that are
different from those necessary for management of the existing technologies.
Mapping performed in 2001 and 2007 by Fundação Biominas in the Brazilian
biotechnology industry indicated that 75 per cent of the national businesses in this field
fitted into the category, micro and small firms (Biominas, 2007), only 28 per cent were
engaged in exportation, and only a small percentage of the companies (6 per cent) were
capitalized by venture investors, with a total of eight private institutional investors
(Biominas, 2001).
From the dichotomy present between the perception of competitive advantage
inherent in the Brazilian biotechnology sector and the challenges imposed by its
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unfavourable socio-economic condition, the general objective of the study is to
contribute to understanding of how the innovation process is developed in the Brazilian
biotechnology companies.
This also entails the following specific objectives: identification of the factors most
critical for the innovation process of companies in the sector; analysis of the dynamics of
the sector and the contribution of the universities and incubators to the innovation
process; and evaluation of how these elements affect the management process of the
technological innovation within and outside the organization. The analysis of these
questions aims to deepen knowledge about the operationalization of the processes of
innovation in the companies of the sector, from the perspective of the company’s top
management, thereby contributing to the advance of knowledge in the field.
2. Theoretical reference
In keeping with the objective of this work, which is deliberately broad in the sense of
seeking to understand the technological innovation process in the biotechnology sector,
this reference will deal with some topics that are important for understanding such a
process. Thus, after an analysis of the evolutionary history of the innovation, the
following items will be considered in order to achieve the objective of the work:
competitive strategies in turbulent environments, technological strategies of innovation,
incubators of companies with a technological base and university-company
co-operation.
2.1. Historical evolution of innovation
The notion of innovation and its importance for the economic development of countries
were initially recognized by the Austrian economist, Joseph Schumpeter, during the
1930s, who identified five types of innovation: new products or substantial changes in
existing products (technological innovation of the product); new processes or production
methods (technological innovation of the process); new markets; new sources of
resources; and new organizations (Schumpeter, 1982). Viewed in this manner,
innovation goes beyond technological questions, including as well the role of the
company and the entrepreneurs in the process.
The recent theories of innovation are based on two principal ideas. The first is that
innovation is developed as an evolutionary process, interactive among actors, and it
presents different phases in the development of an idea. The evolutionary economic
theory focuses on the need for experimentation as a technique for various solutions and
mechanisms of selection of the most viable technologies. Nelson and Winter (1982), and
Dosi (1982), outstanding evolutionaries, sought to explain the bases of the evolutionary
theory, presenting routines, skills and learning as driving forces of innovation.
The second principal idea is that there is a cycle among knowledge, learning and growth,
and interaction among these components performs a crucial role for the developed
economies (Arundel et al., 1998).
For Schumpeter (1982), revolutionary change is the object of study of economic
development, denominated “creative destruction”. He affirms that the entrepreneur is
considered the fundamental phenomenon of economic development, as the process of
creation lies in his/her hands, by means of new combinations of productive factors.
From the studies of this author, science and technology, which, in neo-classical theory
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had been presented as variables that were exogenous to the economic system are
endogenized as primordial elements in the process of capitalist accumulation.
In this Schumpeterian line, the works of Dosi (1982, 1988), and Nelson and Winter (1982)
were developed. Dosi, based on the development of the concept of “technological
paradigm” – which means a technological research programme based on models or
patterns of solutions of certain problems, derived from principles and techno-scientific
procedures – concluded that innovation is the result of an interaction between technical and
economic elements, which refeed themselves in order to orient what vector (or technological
trajectory) will be adopted in an environment marked by risks and uncertainties.
Another important point highlighted by Nelson and Winter (1982) is that the firms
are heterogeneous because no agent is perfectly rational and they present different skills,
learning and routines. For them, a given skill will make a firm apt to perform an activity,
and, if not, it must acquire new knowledge by means of a learning process. Being in
possession of the capacities to perform the activity, the firm will be able to execute it,
according to a prescribed sequence of actions and reactions, which, in time, will be
transformed into a routine.
Moreover, for Dosi (1988), technological innovation originated from the need for a
solution to a technological problem, for which the knowledge available at the time is simply
not sufficient to solve it. Besides, this, the author makes the proviso that this solution must
consider cost and commercialization criteria. Therefore, a technological problem gives rise
to the need or generates an opportunity for technological innovation to place.
Freeman (1995), observing technological innovation in a systemic manner, affirmed
that this phenomenon does not occur in isolation, as a discrete event, but rather by
means of sets of similar, technically and economically inter-related events.
Synthesizing the concepts presented, it is perceived that technological innovation
may be regarded as a phenomenon arising from the fulfilment of a technological need
and/or from a stock of scientific knowledge, which, after passing through some steps,
is commercialized. Besides, this, it does not constitute an event that is discrete and
independent of other occurrences, in view of the fact it is influenced by the interaction
among various agents of society, causing a direct impact on the economy of countries
and the performance of companies.
2.2. Competitive strategies in turbulent environments
The characteristic dynamic of the sectors of the economy has been an increasingly
studied theme (Bajari et al., 2004; Lenox et al., 2007), and it configures a special focus of
attention, not only of the economy, but also for the research and practice in the strategy
area. From this latter angle, the focus does not lie on the detailed study of the reasons that
lead to conditions of turbulence, change and uncertainty in the sectors, but on aspects
related to the strategy adopted by companies in the sectors marked by different types of
turbulence (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988; Eisenhardt, 1989b; Brown and Eisenhardt,
1997; Christensen et al., 1998).
Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988, p. 816) denominated the turbulent contexts
“high-velocity environments”. Their definition of these environments is broad:
By high-velocity environments, we mean those in which there are rapid, discontinuous
changes in demand, competitors, technology and/or regulation, so the information in these
contexts is generally imprecise, unavailable or obsolete.
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The definition above does not discriminate among distinct types of turbulence in the
sectors – those of technology, demand, competitors, etc. all being placed in the same
classification. One of the possible reasons for this is perhaps the fact that, in real situations,
it is difficult to make an effective dissociation of factors of different types, causers of
turbulence and change, given that they can arise in an integrated form. Furthermore,
as a phenomenon, the existence of turbulences may be for different reasons, but it
establishes similar challenges in relation to the process of decision-making or formulation
of strategies. In the case of biotechnology, the greatest example of turbulence is that
involving stem cell research, currently at the centre of one of the greatest debates, dividing
the scientific and religious communities throughout the world.
The study of the competitive strategies in this type of context has been justified by the
specific characteristics they bear if compared to the strategies adopted in fields that are
more stable or have low turbulence. In these studies, some premises of analytical
approaches to the area of strategy are questioned, like those of Porter (1986, 1992) or
Barney (2002), who assumed, to a large extent, that the formulation of strategies depends
on time and ample resources for the gathering and analytical processing of information.
Given that, in turbulent environments information is not always available; and when
available, it may be of questionable quality or obsolete; and the time for analytical
processing may be noticeably restricted.
As a consequence of the high degree of change in turbulent environments, there exists
a great risk that inadequate, poor and equivocal judgments will be made on the part of
decision makers, given that “it is difficult to foresee the importance of a change at the
moment it is occurring” (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988, p. 817).
The complexity of strategic choice is established as much by the potential scope of
the consequences in turbulent environments as by the difficulty in making judgments,
and privileging one alternative to the detriment of others.
All this turbulence caused by the increase in the pace of change and in the degree of
competitiveness, in the ease of imitation by the competition and in the challenge in
managing the knowledge that is generated on an exponential scale, makes the
traditional form of creation of strategy, by means of a periodic, formal process of
centralized planning, insufficient to deal with this situation (Mariotto, 2003; Whittington
and Melin, 2003). In this context, the strategies must be elaborated and re-elaborated
continually, and those considered “emerging” may have a crucial role.
By “emerging strategy”, the term proposed by Mintzberg (1978), essentially, one
understands an unplanned strategy, such that a course of action that is developed and
only perceived by the members of the organization as it advances or when it is
concretized. The “emerging strategy” is opposed to the “deliberate strategy”, a pattern of
action pursued according to a prior plan and formally established by the top
management, and only made possible when the configuration of the organization and its
culture favour the action of autonomous teams, as opposed to control by the upper
echelons of the management hierarchy. For Mintzberg (1979), “emerging strategies” are
characteristic of innovative organizations.
2.3 Technological strategies of innovation
Freeman and Soete (1982) identified six types of strategies adopted in relation to
technological innovation: offensive, defensive, imitative, dependent, opportunist
and traditional. In analyses already conducted by Coutinho et al. (2003) taking
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the biotechnology sector into consideration, the authors observed that three strategic
postures prevail in the sector:
(1) Offensive strategy. Aimed at innovation, the company “assumes a commitment”
to the evolution of technology, that is, commits to continually modifying and
improving processes, products and services. It recognizes, in the technology,
and, in particular, in the innovation, the chance of improving its competitive
performance and seeking technological and market leadership.
(2) Defensive strategy. Partially aimed at innovation, the company accompanies
the technological changes, but it has no objective of becoming the leader; the
innovations can be through the aggregation of more technology, adapting the
product to the clients’ needs, learning from the experience of the offensive leader,
without repeating his/her eventual faults, and thus obtaining its differentiation
(Porter, 1992).
(3) Dependent strategy. Assumes a “less innovative” posture, without betting on
technological change as a factor of competitiveness; it values aspects related to
prices and productive efficiency. Normally, it does not invest significantly in R&D,
seeking in the market, by means of licensing or partnerships, the technologies they
need. It is a typical strategy of companies that are institutionally or economically
subject to others, such as the subsidiaries of multinationals or other firms’
suppliers. In these cases, the innovations are specifically demanded by the head
offices or the companies that purchase the products from the suppliers.
Of these, the patent as a form of intellectual property performs an important role only
for the offensive and defensive strategies. For the former, it is because it protects and
maintains the position of leadership, whereas, for the latter, it works as a guarantee of
non-exclusion from a new technological area. It is considered a “necessary evil” by the
companies that adopt this type of strategy (Barbieri and Álvares, 2005).
Irrespective of the strategic posture adopted, for definition of a strategy based on
the model of open innovation, new questions must be included. Besides, defining the
objectives and vision of the innovation, the company must be capable of mapping the
internal technologies and competences, the external technological trends, and of
comparing them to the long-term strategic planning, in order to decide what will be
developed internally and what will be sought outside its frontiers (Moreira et al., 2008).
Dealing specifically with the Brazilian industry, Cerantola (1992) in his study about
the technological strategies of the biotechnology companies in Brazil corroborates the
idea that the competitive strategies adopted by the companies needs to be associated
with the technological strategies as elements of anticipation, a response to technological
changes arising from the dynamic of the environment with its growing risks,
uncertainties and market demands. As strategic determinants and fundamental factors
for the survival of these companies, the author mentions the following:
.
the constant contribution and greater period of resources applied to R&D, and
consistent planning for renovation of products and processes, besides strategic
management of technology as a pro-active posture for innovation and
maximization of results;
.
solid strategies of commercialization and marketing for expansion of its sales,
and business planning, vis-á-vis the allocation of scarce resources; and
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strategic orientation aimed at the formation of alliances with different public and
private agents, with the objective of optimizing resources and potentializing
results.

2.4 Incubators of companies with a technological base
Incubators constitute environments specially planned to foster nascent companies, as
well as deal with those that seek modernization of their activities, so as to transform
ideas into products, processes and/or services. The incubation process confers on the
companies conditions favourable to the detection of trends, incorporation of novelties
and accompaniment of market changes, acting principally as an interface between the
academic and productive sectors (Anprotec and Sebrae, 2002). The incubators offer
complementary training of the entrepreneur in his technical and managerial aspects.
Besides this, they facilitate and speed up the process of technological innovation in micro
and small companies.
According to Hackett and Dilts (2004), who performed an extensive review of the
literature about incubators and the incubation process, the work of Smilor (1987) is
perhaps the most comprehensible effort to identify and explain the various components
of an incubation system. He categorized the benefits offered to the incubated companies
into four dimensions: creation and development of credibility, shortening of the
entrepreneur’s learning curve, solutions to problems, and facilitation of access to
network relations.
In the economic context, they are configured as an efficient instrument for decreasing
the mortality indexes of the micro and small firms. According to Sebrae (2004), 93 per cent
of the companies, whose embryo passed through an incubator, survive in the market.
In the other cases, around 60 per cent of the micro and small companies, Brazil do not
survive beyond four years of life.
Baêta (1997) affirmed that the activities of the incubators can aid the small companies
with a technological base in the process of entrepreneurial capacitation, as, besides
formal partnerships, there is a series of exchanges with other entities, for the use of
laboratories, information exchange and use of spaces that occur in an informal manner.
The businessmen, in also being professors and researchers at the university or research
centre, or former actors in these institutions have ease of access to these spaces, besides
their relationships with ex-colleagues. This makes interactive capacitation to develop in
the incubation environment. For Lemos (1998), the permanence of the company in a
space that facilitates its owners’ learning may contribute to the success of the enterprise.
In this sense, the incubators can facilitate the learning process, thereby creating
conditions in which the company may compete in the market.
Some empirical studies observed the impact of an enterprise located in an incubator.
The studies are, however, inconclusive regarding the effectiveness of the tools used in the
incubation process to support innovative ventures. There are studies that point out the
difference in performance, demonstrating that companies located in incubators have a
greater survival rate (Ferguson and Olofsson, 2004) and greater growth rates in terms of
the number of employees and sales (Colombo and Delmastro, 2002) than companies
conceived outside the incubation process. Besides this, incubated companies display
a high degree of co-operation with research institutions in the innovation process
(Colombo and Delmastro, 2002; Fukugawa, 2006).
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On the other hand, other studies have not found significant differences between
incubated companies and those that have not undergone this process. In the UK,
Westhead (1997) did not find any significant difference when using innovation indicators
(for example, expenditure on R&D, patents and trademarks). Another example is the
study by Lindelof and Lofsten (2004), whose results indicated that Swedish companies
located outside incubators launched more products than incubated ones.
According to Barbieri (1995), there is consensus among those who study incubators
in Brazil that the absence of risk capital constitutes an important limiting factor for the
expansion and growth of this type of company. In Brazil, the risk capital available to
companies at this stage of development is limited to the still very incipient public risk
capital. Despite the vertiginous growth in the number of incubators – according to data
from Anprotec, the number in Brazil grew between 1998 and 2006, from two to 377;
in 2005, the number of incubators with a technological base representing 40 per cent of
this total (Anprotec, 2005, 2006), while this restriction lasts, the Brazilian incubators will
hardly become consolidated as an instrument to stimulate development of new
businesses within the current competitive patterns (Barbieri, 1995).
2.5 University-company co-operation
The process of university-company co-operation has already been studied for a long
time by researchers all over the world. In Brazil, these include Plonski and Vedovello
(1990), Moraes and Stal (1994), Plonski (1995, 1999), Marcovitch (1999), Segatto-Mendes
and Sbragia (2002) among others, which demonstrates the technological research by
means of partnerships between companies and universities, research institutes are a
world trend. Thus, there are various discussions regarding issues, such as barriers,
facilitators, motivation, knowledge transfer processes and others crucial for the
development of the process (Segatto-Mendes and Sbragia, 2002).
In Brazil, where the companies’ level of investment in R&D, including expenditure
related to training of human resources, is still very timid, the capacity of the Brazilian
universities and research centres in developing technologies with high innovative
potential represents a great opportunity and indicates the importance of the
university-company relation as a fundamental condition for advances in the economic
development of the country (Sbragia et al., 2006).
The Brazilian companies, however, are still reticent regarding the capacity of
the universities and research institutes to support their innovation process, given the
difficulty different institutions face in their interrelations. There is a conflict, caused by
the difficulty in matching the needs of the companies with the supply of services that the
university could render, due to the restrictions imposed by the academia itself, still
essentially very concerned with the advance of knowledge, not with its application.
However, from this co-operation a great advance is expected in the
innovation process in Brazilian companies, as it is understood as crucial for the
survival and efficiency of both institutions, as well as for the technological development
of the country (Bicalho-Moreira and Ferreira, 2000). In almost all countries, the process of
developing close liaison between universities and companies is already a reality, which
has intensified over the last 30 years, due to the growing incorporation of scientific
knowledge into the generation of products and services, especially in new industrial
sectors, such as microelectronics and biotechnology (Moreira and Queiroz, 2007).

In research conducted by Segatto-Mendes and Sbragia (2002) with Brazilian
universities and companies, the authors observed some important points of this
co-operation process, including the following:
.
main motivators for the co-operation with the universities for the companies are:
access to highly qualified human resources and solution of the technical
problems that generated the need for such research; and
.
main barriers to the co-operation: university bureaucracy, very long project
duration and differences in level of knowledge among the persons of the two
institutions. Another barrier is raised when the results of the researches need to
be protected by means of patents: the question of tension generated among the
parties due to the lack of transparent understanding in relation to the premises
for interaction among them.
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Finally, a summary table was elaborated with the aim of explaining the main authors
used in the literature review. This will serve as a basis for empirical analysis (Table I).
3. Research methodology
The fundamental approach of the research in this work was to carry out studies of
multiple cases that were particularly adequate for answering questions of the “how”
type and for exploring new areas of knowledge – study of exploratory cases, the
objective of this work. The main advantage in considering various cases is that the
results and the study itself are often regarded as more significant (Yin, 2005).
For Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007, p. 25):
[. . .] study of multiple cases are like a series of laboratory experiments that serve to replicate,
contrast and understand the emerging theories, but as laboratory experiments isolate the
phenomenon of their context, the case studies emphasize the rich context of the real world
where the phenomenon occurs.

From the strategies put forward by Marshal and Rossman (1999) for the selection of
cases in qualitative researches, this study used the strategy of seeking a variety
of visions with the aim of documenting the diverse variations on the theme, and, from
this point, identifying common patterns.
In the total, there were 16 interviews, whose duration varied from one to two-and-a-half
hours. In order to have a clearer notion of the sector before starting the interviews of the
companies, four interviews were conducted with professionals acting in the sector,
representing development agencies, universities, incubators and suppliers of products
to biotechnology companies. The second stage involved interviewing 12 management
level employees from 11 companies of the biotechnology sector.
From these interviews, seven companies were considered for participation in the
work, selected according to wealth and interest in their trajectories for the study in
question. This intentional selection makes sense, in so far as it confronts classes of
distinct companies. The literature that treats the case studies as the basis for the
construction of theories supports this form of selection, in indicating that “the cases may
be selected to fill theoretical categories or provide examples of extreme types”
(Eisenhardt, 1989a, p. 537). In this study, it was opted to select cases in which
“extreme types” would represent diversity of companies within the biotechnology sector
in Brazil – this diversity being represented by different sectors of activity, size and
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3.1 Companies selected for analysis
Considering the scope of this work and the methodology of research adopted, it was
sought to collect representative cases of the phenomenon of study. Thus, seven case
studies were selected for analysis. The sample selected sought to contemplate:
.
companies belonging to the Associação das Companhias Brasileiras de
Biotecnologia – Association of Brazilian Biotech Companies, or allied enterprises;
.
companies acting in different sectors, such as agriculture, human health, animal
health, bioenergy;
.
companies of different sizes, ranging from microfirms to companies belonging to
multinational conglomerates; and
.
companies at different stages of incubation (resident, non-resident and
graduated) and companies that have not undergone the incubation process.
Table II presents the relation of the companies included in the research, characterized
according to the criteria mentioned above.
In the choice of the companies, they covered the range from those belonging to a
multinational conglomerate – the case of Alellyx/Canavialis, recently acquired by the
Monsanto group, to microfirms. Regarding the question of the incubation process, it was
also sought to contemplate companies from different incubators, so as to broaden the
diversity of the sample. Thus, of the graduated/non-resident companies, one originated
from the Centro Incubador de Companhias Tecnológicas – Incubation Centre for
Technological Companies (CIETEC), one of the most important incubator centres
in the country located in São Paulo; the other is from the Incubador de Companhias de Base
Tecnológica – Incubator of Technology Based Companies, located in Ribeirão Preto.
Items of theoretical
reference
Competitive strategies in
turbulent environments
Technological strategies of
innovation
Incubators of companies
with a technological base
Table I.
Main authors used

University-company cooperation

Main authors
Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988), Eisenhardt (1989b), Brown and
Eisenhardt (1997), Christensen et al. (1998), Bourgeois and Eisenhardt
(1988), Mariotto (2003), Whittington and Melin (2003), Mintzberg (1979)
Freeman and Soete (1982), Coutinho et al. (2003), Cerantola (1992)
Smilor (1987), Baêta (1997), Ferguson and Olofsson (2004), Colombo and
Delmastro (2002), Fukugawa (2006), Westhead (1997), Lindelof and
Lofsten (2004), Barbieri (1995)
Segatto-Mendes and Sbragia (2002), Bicalho-Moreira and Ferreira
(2000), Plonski and Vedovello (1990), Moraes and Stal (1994), Plonski
(1995, 1999)

Of the incubated companies, one is in CIETEC and the other in the Incubador de
Companhias de Base Tecnológica – Incubator of Technology Based Companies at
Campinas University – UNICAMP.
3.2 Analysis of the data
To analyze the data obtained in the interviews, content analysis was used:
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Content analysis is a set of techniques for analysis of the communications, aimed at
obtaining, by systematic procedures and objectives of description of the message content,
indicators (quantitative or not) that permit inference of knowledge regarding the conditions of
production/reception (inferred variables) of these messages (Bardin, 1977, p. 42).

Bardin (1977) reports a series of techniques of content analysis, such as categorial,
evaluation, enunciation, expression, relations and discourse. For this study, the categorial
analysis technique will be applied. In this manner, the texts of all the interviews were
divided into themes – each theme identified constituted a unit of isolated meaning –
which, by means of analogical regrouping, were classified into thematic categories. Among
the different possibilities of categorization, the investigation of the themes, or thematic
analysis, is rapid and efficacious in order to be applied to direct, simple discourses such as
interviews. The three categories used here are related directly to the research questions
posed: main determinants of the specific innovations of the sector; contribution of the
relationship among companies of the sector, universities and incubators for the innovation
production process; management of the technological innovation process in the companies
of the sector. From the transcriptions of the interviews, passages that could be fitted into
the defined categories of analysis were grouped and analyzed.
4. Analysis and discussion of the results
According to the basic literature on strategy in turbulent environments (Bourgeois and
Eisenhardt, 1988; Eisenhardt, 1989a; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997), the factors that
comprise the turbulence of a competitive environment are typically outside the
companies, such as, demand, competition, technology and regulation. The objective
proposed here is centred on identifying which of these factors, according to the
perspective of the companies studied, most impact the innovation process of the
companies in the sector, in order to understand, based on the evidence of the cases
studied, how the direct participants of the sector (companies, universities, incubators,
investors, etc.) relate with the institutional schemes that connect them (markets of
capital, knowledge and products) and the norms that rule and influence the functioning
of these (regulation, corporate governance, intellectual property rights, etc.). The results
generated add important elements to the understanding of the dynamics of the sector
and of the management practices of the technological innovation adopted by the
companies and help to respond to the problem of research, which is to understand how
the innovation process in the Brazilian biotechnology companies occurs.
4.1 Principal determinants of the specific innovation in the biotechnology sector
The key determining factors for the innovation process concern the failures or gaps
linked to: the pattern of finance; the laws that guarantee intellectual property rights;
the regulatory laws related to the risks to health and the environment, and the action of
the regulatory agencies; as well as the partnerships (in particular, those formed with the
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Table II.
Relation and
characterization of the
companies participating
in the research

Name of
company

Non-incubated
E1
Alellyx/
CanaVialis
E2
Genoa
E3
Vallée
Graduated
E4
Exon
E5
Nanocore
Incubated – non-resident
E6
Engene
Incubated –
resident
E7
Bioactive

Size of
company
Large
(international)
Small
Large
(national)
Small
Small

Areas in which the biotechnology companies act
Human Animal
Inputs/
health
health Agriculture Bioenergy others
X
X

X

Micro
Micro

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

universities). Other important factors commented were: the quality of the human capital
and the external dependence on machinery, equipment and inputs.
For whatever the enterprise, access to finance is possibly the most critical
determinant. The challenges to obtain it, however, are greater for the biotechnology
companies, whose product development cycles generally involve long periods of
maturation and technological validation.
There exists another aggravating factor, more related to the economic and cultural
context of the country than exactly to market risks. In Brazil, the high-technology
enterprises embody an excessive degree of risk, due to some factors, such as: the lack of
incentive given to this type of initiative, the economic-cultural problem of low valorization of
the investments in the areas of science, technology and innovation and the high-opportunity
cost. These factors are viewed as important restraints on the development of risk capital in
Brazil (Andreassi and Siqueira, 2006), whose scarcity is one of the main gaps in the
development of biotechnology in the country, which adversely affects even the large
companies in the sector. The only studied companies that counted on venture capital,
Alellyx/CanaVialis are also the first major cases of success with this type of investment.
What one observes is a strong dependence on public resources. The cases reveal that
one of the main initiatives of public risk capital investment is that provided by the Banco
Nacional de Development Social (BNDES), through BNDESPAR, which operates in
support programmes for the companies with a technological base.
In general, the companies use public finance in the form of resources directly invested
in innovation or indirect activities, incentives and subsidies that favour innovation. This
massive participation of public institutions in the promotion of biotechnology is, in fact,
a strong point and a limiting factor at the same time. If, on the one hand, it renders viable
many researches and products of high cost and risk – which would be unviable if
exclusively financed by the private sector, on the other, it creates two problems related to
dependence:
(1) a major part of the researches and investments in the training of human
resources makes it dependent on public resources; and

(2) it ends up generating a state of inertia in the organization itself.
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Two studied cases offer alternatives that reduce dependence on public finance:
.
the case of exon shows that with a strategy of focusing on a market niche with a
product/service of relatively simple, cheap development, aiming at slower, more
gradual growth, it is possible to even avoid this type of finance; and
.
the case of nanocore – much in line with the Porter’s (1992) precepts of obtaining a
competitive advantage by means of adding value to the product – shows that it is
possible to generate one’s own revenue and immediately, creating a professional
structure for the provision of services perceived by the clients as benefits
generating differentials in relation to the competitors. This strategy for, on the one
hand, avoiding dependence, in principle, increases costs and generates a negative
impact on profitability, and, on the other, contributes to the perpetuation of the
company.
If the finance factor is viewed as the greatest obstacle to innovation, the quality of the
human capital, pointed out as the great motivation for companies to establish
partnerships with universities (Segatto-Mendes and Sbragia, 2002), is considered as a
key factor for companies to gain competitiveness and as a great facilitator of innovation.
The reflection of this is the marked presence of high-level professionals performing as
much activities of R&D as of administration in the companies studied.
Owing to its multidisciplinary character, the task of training professionals to work
with biotechnology is made more difficult than in other knowledge areas. The fact
that all the interviewees considered the quality good and the availability of human
capital satisfactory does not reflect the reality of the country, and it is only explained by
the demographic location of the sample. All the companies studied operate on the
São Paulo – Minas Gerais axis, which also concentrates the country’s best teaching
institutions. It is no surprise that it is also where the great majority (71.9 per cent) of the
companies in the sector are located (Biominas, 2007). Brazil, despite the efforts made by
various teaching and research institutions over the last few years, faces the imminent
problem of overcoming bottlenecks in the training of qualified professionals to develop
diverse activities in biotechnology, such as the engineering of bioprocesses, genetic
sequencing, legal advice in the environmental and industrial property areas, valuation of
biodiversity, and administrative and financial management (Silveira et al., 2004) and in
the concentration of professionals in the South and Southeast, which is detrimental to the
synergies and exploitation of regional vocations in other parts of the country.
With regard to the other institutional conditions highlighted as determinants for the
occurrence of the innovation process, the cases studied illustrate how the orchestration
of a more agile, transparent and predictable regulatory framework is a critical element
for definition of an institutional environment appropriate for the development of
biotechnology.
In the absence of more transparent, agile and easily understood legislation, the
company encounters enormous difficulties in performing its R&D activities, using all
sorts of resources in a sustainable manner, prospecting for new businesses, combating
biopiracy and working on collaborative projects with universities and research centres.
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The case of Alellyx/CanaVialis suggests that, in the ambit of biotechnology aimed at
the agricultural area, the legislation is less restrictive when compared with the other
areas of the application of biotechnology. The comments in this regard were:
E1 – We have legislation that is quite clear and not impeditive, but only regulatory. Having a
clear law that protects intellectual property and has clearly defined parameters of approval
was a decisive factor to begin to invest, in this line of products as of 2002.
E1 – There is no special facility in this area [agriculture], but what does exist is the fact there
are not so many obstacles in the way of the research.

The intellectual property system also provides evidence of an ambiguous position,
in which it is sought to simultaneously combine instruments present in the Acordo de
Direitos de Propriedade Intelectual relacionados ao Comércio – Agreement regarding
Intellectual Property Rights related to Trade and in the Convenção de Diversidade
Biológica – Biological Diversity Convention. However, it is observed that there may be
conflicts between these related to what is or is not susceptible to patent, to whom belongs
the patent right and the level of detail of the object to be patented (Dal Poz et al., 2004). This
impasse gives rise to the need to intensify the debate about such rights, in accordance with
the evolution of the technical base of the knowledge. Besides, this, the slowness in the
analysis and granting of the patent title is also a cause of risk and uncertainty for the
company, which may incur losses in the negotiation process for technology transfer.
If for some companies, the risks and uncertainties linked to intellectual property
render investment in R&D activities unviable by not guaranteeing ownership rights,
for others, they impose a pace of innovation so intense that they exhaust the company’s
resources, as noted by the interviewee from bioactive:
E7 – The risk of launching the product before holding the patent is great, but this cannot wait
[. . .] It is a serious problem. It obliges you to innovate with other things, make another and
another and another [. . .]. There are companies that can’t cope with it and go bankrupt.

Another determining and limiting factor pointed out is the great external dependence on
machinery, equipment and inputs for product R&D. This difficulty is related to the lack
of resources and importation difficulties, given that the national production is
insufficient or non-existent. When there is availability of resources, two more difficulties
arise: the bureaucracy entailed in importation and the constant oscillations in the
exchange rate, which, at some moments, reduce the company’s purchasing power. For
many researchers, the development of an equipment and inputs industry is essential for
Brazil to sustain the biotechnology development process without losing sight of the
cutting edge technology (Silveira et al., 2004).
4.2 Contribution of the relations among companies of the sector, universities and
incubators to the innovation production process
As much the literature on the theme as the observations made in the companies that
participated in this study showed that, due to the environment of uncertainties, risks and
the natural characteristic of the biotechnological developments – which generally
demand an extensive knowledge base, the interlocution with universities and public and
private research centres, and support institutions is fundamental for development of
technological innovations, and, as a consequence, for the economic development of the
country.
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With the information gathered in the course of the empirical research throughout
the 16 interviews, in conjunction with the theoretical reference used, it was possible
to delineate the “anatomy” of the sector and characterize the environment in which
the interactions with universities and incubators occur. Figure 1 shows a vision
of the anatomy of the biotechnology sector in Brazil: the players are represented by
squares; the institutional schemes, by lines; and the norms, by ellipses. In no way, does
this scheme have the intention of representing all the complexity of the sector, but it is just
to illustrate at macro level, the main players, connections and norms taking part in the
system. Many details of the “anatomy” of the sector have already been covered by other
authors (Segatto-Mendes and Sbragia, 2002; Moraes and Stal, 1994; Stal and Fujino, 2005;
Smilor, 1987; Barbieri, 1995; Andreassi and Siqueira, 2006), and the present discussion
does not intend to focus on the interaction among companies, universities and incubators.
The strongly scientific character of the biotechnology companies ensures the
existence of close relations with the whole network of specialists in the academic sphere.
In all the cases studied, the first relationships for the development of R&D in partnership
with universities emerged from the informal personal relationships of friendship with
people at the universities. This type of relationship was pointed out by Segatto-Mendes
and Sbragia (2002) as the main instrument used for making the co-operation effective,
which suggests the importance of this common background (six of the seven companies
studied were created by persons from the academic field) in this process, and also reveals
signs of prejudice and suspicion from both sides to establish a professional relationship.
Part of this dissonance is the legacy of decades of a substitution policy for importations
that distanced these two worlds, besides constituting really different worlds. Some of the
interviewees’ comments in this regard were:
E7 – Each has his function in society [. . .] It is [necessary] to recognize the differences, know
what are different things and recognize the importance of each one.

The information collected in the empirical research displayed the existence of diverse
conflicting aspects, which make it a remarkable feature of the relationship between these
two actors. Some of these strongly verified aspects were:
.
The conflict of primordial focus of activity, which, in the university, is generation
of knowledge for society, and, in the company, generation of profit:
E2 – When you say that such and such is going to bring wealth to the country, he/she [the
researcher from the university] says “No”, that it is going to bring you money! He/she
forgets that we are going to generate employment for several post-doctorates, we are going
to bring various opportunities, we are really going to bring wealth to the country.
.

The conflict of periods:
E4 – The great challenge to talk over is the timing. The time of the researcher is different,
very long.
E3 – The research institutions have another vision of periods in relation to the projects.
This is changing, but, at times, we still face this problem.

.

The conflict due to the difference in research focus and objective. The researcher
strives for quality and excellence in the name of science, whereas the company
seeks economic performance:
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E6 – The researcher is not accustomed [. . .] to make a thing, not because he/she finds it
interesting for science, but because it is simpler, because it is going to be innovative [. . .]
that, even not being the best that could be made, it is the best cost-benefit.
.

The conflict regarding the form of reward for the effort invested in the
development of the project:
E3 – There are still researchers who think it is sufficient to make a legal study for
publication, but we want a product.
E5 – The currency that is charged is the publication, either you publish or you patent [. . .]
If you publish, you lose the innovation.

.

Finally, perhaps the main conflict, is that of purpose between the two
institutions, expressed by the emphasis of research of the university on the basic
research and that of the company on the applied research:
E1 – The main barrier is the position that Brazil adopts: the position of the universities
and research centres, which are much more aimed at the research base.

With regard to the areas related to biotechnology, the research results suggest that,
although the conflicts remain the same, as pointed out by Moraes and Stal (1994),
15 years ago, they do not constitute insuperable barriers. The companies recognize
the advantages of the interaction and what really makes the formation of long-term
partnerships impeditive, but, for more complex, more expensive development, it is
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the risk associated to the lack of a clear policy in relation to the management
of the intellectual property. Of the seven companies studied, four currently do not engage
in partnerships with universities, and for three of them, the impasse about patents is the
reason for not doing so. Among these were included two incubated companies, precisely
those that partnership would lead to greater leverage.
The result of this research corroborates the Stal and Fujino (2005) hypothesis
that the Brazilian triple helix remains incipient. On the other hand, it differs from the
result of the Segatto-Mendes and Sbragia (2002) research, conducted in the engineering
departments of three Brazilian universities considered prestigious in the academic
milieu, which attributes to the ownership of patents a degree of importance as a barrier to
university-company co-operation inferior to that attributed to the university bureaucracy,
to the long duration of the projects and to the difference in level of knowledge among the
university personnel and the company involved in the co-operation. Such a difference
suggests that, in a comparison between these two areas, either:
(1) the intellectual property has a greater weight of importance for the
biotechnology area; or
(2) the intellectual property policies of the universities are clearer in relation to the
engineering area.
Synthesizing, from the results presented, it is concluded that the institutional and
regulatory factors are critical, and the intellectual property is only the “touchstone” of all
this institutional construction. The regulatory aspects are as important, although they
appear less times because the processes are interrupted before. The example cited, that
of partnership for the development of a medication for malaria illustrates this point. The
regulatory blockages will only be revealed once the blockages to intellectual property
are overcome.
Regarding the contribution of the incubator in the innovation process of the
incubated companies, of the four dimensions identified by Smilor (1987), effects were
observed in only two of them: shortening of the learning curve of the entrepreneur
and facilitator in the access to the network of relationships. The research conducted in
the companies that underwent the incubation process did not offer indications that the
incubator favoured the creation or development of credibility of these companies, nor did
it favour effective action as a problem solver.
The incubators that allocate the two companies studied are located on university
campuses and have an active role in developing their closer relationship with the
respective universities. However, with the other interlocutors (the incubated companies
themselves, the other companies of the sector, the development promotion agencies, the
public investors and the private), this role is still not performed in a satisfactory manner
from these companies’ perspective.
The action of the incubators was remarkable with regard to the shortening of the
learning curve. The interviewees from the incubated companies were emphatic in
recognizing the importance of the capacitation services and consulting rendered by the
incubators, ranging from the structuring of the business plan to the management
training provided by support entities for the small and micro firms, such as Sebrae.
Reservations arose in relation to the specialized consulting services (the examples cited
were consulting about patents and regularization of installations). Besides, this, it was
also stressed that there was a lack of success on the part of the incubators in establishing
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business viabilization with risk investors (even those companies that had guidance from
the incubator to devise their business plans) – a situation that is shown to be practically
unaltered since the evaluation carried out 13 years ago by Barbieri (1995).
4.3 Management of the technological innovation process in these companies of the sector
Treating the cases studied as experiments that seek to understand a phenomenon, great
differences are perceived in the way each company generates its innovation process,
especially as each area in which biotechnology is applied presents distinct
characteristics, although comparative analysis reveals agreement concerning the
motivation behind the innovations. In all the cases, the precepts of Christensen (2001)
were verified: the companies are driven by a perception of market opportunity to seek
differentiation of the product and/or service as a means of growing and keeping
themselves in the competitive scenario of the sector. It can be inferred that the need to
find little exploited, or even unexplored, business niches in which it is possible to
generate greater gains, is the driving force in the quest for innovation. The reflection of
this could be observed in the technological strategies adopted in order to achieve
matching of products, processes or services to the market. Such an observation is in line
with the logic of the evolutionary line of Nelson and Winter (1982).
Of all the companies studied, only Vallée uses a formal model of the innovation
process (in this case, the funnel model), which may be attributed to the hypotheses of lack
of knowledge, or, more probably, in the case of the small and micro firms, organizational
immaturity. In the majority of the cases, innovation became a competence of the persons
of the company, internalized as a practice in the routine and in the management in a tacit
manner. In the same way, the management of innovation is recognized by companies,
albeit not formally, that is, the management of the innovation process is made according
to the momentary needs and the intuition and experience of the incumbents.
From analysis of the individual cases, some other elements relevant to the internal
organizational environment of the companies are outstanding, which are added to the
understanding of the management of the technological innovation process. Some are
related to the aspects of market competition, while others are related as much to the
structure as to the organizational culture.
The case of exon shows that it is possible to establish a relation between the
management of persons and the results achieved by their innovations. Few hierarchical
levels, rapid, effective communication between the marketing and technological areas,
with all talking the “same language”, orientation for the client seeking to collect
information about needs disarticulated from new clients and markets through
observation and research of pioneer users seem to compose its offensive strategy, which
enables the company to develop and introduce innovations into the market.
In turn, the case of Genoa shows how the organizational structure can evolve in a
pragmatic manner throughout the life cycle of the enterprise, matching the scope and
limitations of each stage of the cycle. Moreover, this case highlights the importance of
considering the role of the entrepreneur inside the organization at each stage. As the
requirements to which the organization is subject vary over time, it is supposed that
there will be a need to evaluate the competences and skills of the entrepreneur to deal
with them, and, eventually, some adjustment in the configuration of the organizational
structure will be necessary, for example, contracting a professional executive officer.
The case also shows how the adoption of a methodology of measurement of intangible
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assets aids evaluation of the management processes, which also reduces the difficulty
in co-ordinating and controlling that inevitably arises when, during expansion, separate
business units are created.
The successful case of Alellyx/CanaVialis is evidence of an environment that
promotes and encourages constant learning, besides boosting and rewarding (via some
system of incentives, such as metrics of performance and variable remuneration) the
generation of new ideas, permitting all the collaborators to become potential sources of
innovation.
On the other hand, a marked cultural feature pointed out by the majority of the
interviewees was the general lack of preparation of the companies to work in collaboration
with competitors or companies that act in complementary areas. Only four of the seven
companies studied form or formed partnerships of this nature; one of them,
Alellyx/CanaVialis, only formed one partnership: with Monsanto, for the development
of genetically modified sugar cane, tolerant of herbicides and resistant to insects and
diseases – precisely the partnership that culminated in the acquisition of the company.
Despite this, cases such as that of Genoa and Nanocore suggest that the partnerships,
whether they be with companies or universities, national or international, increase the
credibility of the companies vis-à-vis the financial entities (in these cases, with BNDESPAR).
Finally, the element common to all the cases is the adversity, as much
techno-scientific as conjunctural, that forms part of the routine of these companies.
One underlying result of the research was that the companies have faced this reality
without entering a spiral of complaint and commiseration. They have succeeded in
envisaging opportunities in adversities and managed them, instead of simply avoiding
them. Also, they made an active effort in terms of learning from them, suggesting that
there exists one more practical form of learning and capacitation adopted by the
companies: learning from adversity.
5. Final considerations
This work had the aim of contributing to understanding of how the innovation process
in Brazilian biotechnology companies is developed, and for such the study was limited to
analysis of three aspects: main specific determinants of the innovation of the
biotechnology sector; contribution of the relationship between companies of the sector,
universities and incubators to the innovation production process; and management of
the technological innovation process in the companies of the sector.
With respect to the main determinants of innovation in biotechnology, the study
showed that access to finance is still the main barrier to be overcome by the companies of
the sector, whole cycle of development of products generally involves long periods of
technological maturation and validation, besides the high risks involved and the strong
dependence on public resources. As an alternative to this barrier, the companies end up
concentrating on niche markets with lower development costs, or on high-added value
products. As other determining factors for the innovation process, the study also
identified the importance of qualifying the human resources, and a more agile,
transparent and predictable legislation, contemplating the intellectual property system
and ease in importing highly specific machinery and equipment.
Regarding the relationship among the companies of the sector, universities
and incubators for the innovation production process, as much the literature on the
theme as the observations made in the participating companies showed that the
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relation with universities, public and private research centres, and support institutions
is fundamental for the development of technological innovations. One result of this
study of managerial utility is the idea that partnerships, as much with universities or
companies, are intangibles assets that present an additional advantage: they strengthen
the credibility of the companies vis-à-vis the financial community and eventual allies,
thereby being one more motivator for the establishment of the same.
Finally, concerning the management of the technological innovation process, the
study showed that, as the biotechnological products/services are intensive in knowledge
and subject to economies of scale, a key factor for the success of innovation is
the orientation to the market, but not necessarily “by the market”, given that often the
innovations create new markets and cater for needs not yet articulated. In order to make
up for shortcomings and obstacles observed at macro level, the companies can
compensate at the micro level, conferring agility and flexibility upon their internal
processes by means of efficient management of personnel and knowledge, of the creation
of an organizational environment that favours innovation and organisational structures
that support it and adapt to the needs of the different phases of the enterprise. However,
it is observed that, in general, these internal processes occur with little formality: the
innovation is internalized, in practice, in a tacit manner, and the management of the
innovation process does not occur in a systematized manner, but dictated by momentary
needs and guided by intuition.
However, the results of the study suggest that the innovation process in the Brazilian
biotechnology companies is benefited by the pro-active posture adopted by them. In the
effort to accompany the advances and changes that occur in the national and
international contexts, the companies have sought to manage the adversities and learn
from them.
The results presented pertain to the companies studied, and, therefore, cannot be
generalized or extended to other companies or areas. However, it is expected that these
results may serve as a starting point for other studies in the areas analyzed. Studies of a
quantitative nature are recommended, contemplating larger, more significant samples
in order to better evaluate the results arising from this qualitative research.
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